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Celebrate with us
To commemorate our 40th anniversary, Esperanza United is hosting ¡Adelante!:
A virtual celebration of Latin@-led advocacy. Free to attend, ¡Adelante! is a
series of engaging events for Latin@ advocates to go deeper on prescient
issues related to their work and well-being.
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About Us
From a humble but mighty beginning as an emergency shelter created by a small group
of persevering Latinas, Esperanza United has grown into the largest, most-respected
Latin@ organization in the country focused on ending gender-based violence.
Formerly “Casa de Esperanza: the National Latin@ Network,” we are celebrating 40
years of strengths-based service. We are one of eight federally designated cultural
resource centers on domestic violence and the only one serving Latin@ communities.
Our national work is fed by our roots in Minnesota; powered by our belief in the
strength of women within the context of family and community; and includes research,
public policy, training, and communications.
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Impact
Our ¡Adelante! in 2020 was a great success. We expect to replicate this tradition in
2023 as we celebrate our 40-year history of mobilizing Latin@s to end gender-based
violence.
• Within the first hour, 100 people registered for the event. By its conclusion, nearly
600 had signed up. We reached nearly 300,000 people online, engaging nearly
10,000 of them with our content.
• Thousands tuned in to learn more about working with immigrant survivors, the
state of Latin@ representation, AfroLatin@ realities, and much more.
• We were joined by people across the nation and even the globe (¡bienvenid@s
tod@s desde Venezuela, Ecuador, y Argentina!).
• 20+ amazing Latinas shared their wisdom, including the first Latinas to be
elected to each US House of Government, journalist and author Maria Hinojosa,
President of The TransLatin@ Coalition Bamby Salcedo, one of the founders of the
farmworker women’s movement Mily Treviño-Saucedo, and many more.
• As one participant told us, “Thank you for putting on this event covering such
important information and showing how common these issues are across the
country”
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Our audience
Latin@s are leaders in the movement to end gender-based violence. Esperanza United
was founded on that premise and sees it in action every day. Our thousands-strong
community of Latin@ advocates and allies engages with our trainings, newsletters, and
social media posts on a nearly daily basis. For each of the ¡Adelante!: Virtual Celebration
sessions, we’re expecting an audience that is mostly Latina, spread across the US, and
committed to ending gender-based violence.
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Opportunity
For the second ¡Adelante!, we are organizing three days of programming to inspire and
celebrate Latin@ advocates:
• Opening keynote: We will open the event with an inspiring presentation by our
President and CEO Patti Tototzintle introducing a leading Latina in the field, most
likely Rosie Hidalgo, the next director of the Department of Justice, Office of
Violence Against Women.
• Panels and plenaries: Our first two days will feature panels/plenaries on distinct
topics such as adverse childhood experiences (ACE), Afrolatin@ realities, language
justice, working with immigrant survivors, and/or using technology to prevent
abuse.
• Conexiones comunitarias: We will conclude each of our first two days with
facilitated conversations, creating space for advocates to debrief, network, and
build community together.
• Closing keynote: To finish big, we will discuss art as a tool for healing and
discussion, changing culture to prevent abuse, and the future of Latin@ leadership
with Latina leading lights such as Gloria Estefan, Isabel Allende, Rita Moreno, Prisca
Dorcas Mojica Rodríguez, or Sandra Cisneros.
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Sponsorship
Sponsors will reach our engaged, socially-conscious audience the day of the event and
thousands more like them in the lead-up.
Sponsor the closing keynote - $12,500
We are looking for sponsors for our closing keynote. Be part of honoring Esperanza
United’s 40 years of service as a named supporter of this exciting and inspirational
event. Keynote sponsorship includes:
• Logo on the event webpage and shareable graphic (optimized for Instagram)
• Tag in Esperanza United’s promotional
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter posts (one on
each platform for each event)
• Verbal acknowledgment at the start of the
event
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Sponsorship
Sponsor ¡Adelante! A virtual celebration - $40,000
We are also looking for sponsors who are interested in supporting the entire event.
¡Adelante! sponsors will reach every attendee with a positive message of honoring
Latin@ leadership at Esperanza United and across the field. Sponsorship includes:
• Logo prominently displayed on every page of the event website
• Tag in at least nine Esperanza United social media posts (three on Facebook,
Instagram, and Twitter)
• Verbal acknowledgment at the opening
keynote, Conexiones comunitarias, and closing
keynote
• Inclusion in the press release and other PR
materials
• Logo and mention in at least three promotional
emails
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¡Gracias!
Thank you for learning more about ¡Adelante!: A virtual celebration of Latin@-led
advocacy and Esperanza United.

For questions or sponsorship inquiries, please contact Esperanza United CEO
Patti Tototzintle
651-646-5553
ptototzintle@esperanzaunited.org

This event is in part supported by Grant No. 2016-TA-AX-K039 awarded by the Office on Violence Against Women, U.S. Department
of Justice. The opinions, findings, conclusions, and recommendations expressed in this publication/program/exhibition are those of the
author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Department of Justice, Office on Violence Against Women.
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